**Our Organization**

All One Ocean is a Marin-based, female-founded nonprofit organization dedicated to education and marine conservation. Our mission is to create opportunities for all communities to have a greater connection to our Ocean and provide an engaging, empowering, and encompassing approach to the educational process around environmental preservation.

---

**Ocean Warriors**

In our Ocean Warriors program, we focus on education and outreach through a comprehensive presentation focused on the impact of trash and pollution on our marine environment.

By giving youth the skills to stop destructive behaviors and teaching them that they can be environmental advocates, we can reduce pollution and water contamination, while slowing climate change. Our Ocean Warriors program teaches our youth that simple daily actions, organized local activities, and eco-friendly habits are positive steps towards changing the world.

---

**The Presentation**

Our Ocean Warriors presentation is about 30-45min long and is geared toward Elementary School age children presented as a schoolwide assembly.

The presentation is split into four parts: (1) Trash in the Ocean, (2) our on-land process of Trash and Recycling, (3) watersheds and their impact on our oceans, and (4) how we can take action to clean and protect our planet.

Through this presentation students learn about the threats our ocean faces from human-made trash and pollution, as well as gain a deeper understanding of the ways in which litter and trash make their way through our lives and into the ocean. Our hope is that our presentation gives youth the knowledge and inspiration to make choices in their own life that better protect our oceans.

We also offer supplementary curricula to bookend our Ocean Warriors presentation. The pre-presentation curriculum is a small lesson and Kahoot to get students excited to learn about our ocean. The post-presentation curriculum takes the form of a small art-based reflective activity and the opportunity to play Ocean Warriors-themed Jeopardy, as well as other marine conservation-themed lessons and activities that encourage students to delve deeper into the topics explored in our presentation.

---

**OW Program Cost**

- $750: Ocean Warriors Assembly (includes curricula)
- $1300: Ocean Warriors Assembly & Beach Cleanup (includes curricula)